Happy Trails! Asia - Create great memories

MARKET
PROFILES
Early adopters to new normal travel in
Indonesia and Malaysia

THE YOUNG
CAREFREE
TRAVELER

WHAT ARE THEY
LOOKING FOR?

Between 18 to 30
Adventurous
Not date bound
Booking with travel
agencies might be more
popular due to enhanced
certainties

Great prices
Famous places with less
crowds
Fun and interactive
activities to do
Instagramable and status
oriented

ADVENTUROUS
GEN X
Between 40 to 55
Children do not join holidays
anymore/ no children
Adventurous
Experienced traveler
Steady double income
Might travel in own small groups

WHAT ARE THEY
LOOKING FOR?
Villa accommodation
Private experiences
Health and Safety is key
Willing to spend more for
enhance privacy and cleanliness
Combination of lesser known
places with highlights which are
less crowded now

We will ensure your traveler has a safe and care-free journey!
Extensively trained team
Collaborative Supplier Audits
Emergency SOP's in place
24/7 Multilingual support
Connected by whatsapp
Extensive information
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MARKET
PROFILES
Early adopters to new normal travel in
Indonesia and Malaysia

ADVENTUROUS GEN
X WITH TEEN KIDS

WHAT ARE THEY
LOOKING FOR?

Children above 14y/o
Stable Income
Experienced traveler
Bound to school holidays
"Now is the time" we have at
least done our family holiday
attitude

Villa or Bungalow
accommodation
Sporty and active experiences
Less movement between
locations and accomodations
but day experiences
Good WIFI
Good medical facilities close by

WHAT ARE THEY
LOOKING FOR?

SINGLE/COUPLE
TRAVELERS

Private accommodation
Private experiences
Combination of lesser known
places with highlights which are
less crowded now
Status oriented

Between 30-55
No children/responsibilities back
home
Adventurous
Experienced traveler

Learn more
Learn more about what Happy Trails! Asia as your partner is
doing to ensure our destinations are ready for the new
normal. Please go to www.covid.happytrailsasia.com
(password: happytrailsasia2020)

Inspirational
programs
Explore our inspirational programs, tailored to the expected
needs of travelers in the new normal on:
www.covid.happytrailsasia.com
password: happytrailsasia2020)
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